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《Watch videos on your smartphone 
[M5Stack TimerCamera]》

https://hobby-it.com/m5timer_webcam

《Google Cloud Cloud APIs [GoogleDrive for 
Arduino program]》

https://hobby-it.com/googledriveapi/

《Save JPEG image to GoogleDrive[API] with 
ESP32 and OV2640 (Software)》

https://hobby-it.com/save-jpeg-image-
with-gdriveapi-3/

Past videos



４．About NTP
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Offset(Time lag) =

Origin Timestamp      : t1
Receive Timestamp   : t2
Transmit Timestamp : t3

●NTP: Network Time Protocol
A protocol for network devices to automatically set the time

● Time synchronization with Windows 11 terminal

1) outgoing packet

2) return packet

time to go time to return



t1) 13:00
t2) 13:15
t3) 13:20
t4) 13:35

go: 15 seconds

Return: 15 seconds

(Server processing: 5 seconds)

1) 15 seconds go and return

3) go is 5 seconds smaller

go: 10 seconds

Return: 15 seconds

(Server processing: 5 seconds)

= 17.5

1) has no time difference. 2) to 4) are 20 seconds behind

2) 15 seconds go and return

go: 15 seconds

Return: 15 seconds

(Server processing: 5 seconds)

30 - (-5)

2

= 20
35 - (-5)

2

4) return is 5 seconds smaller

go: 15 seconds

Return: 10 seconds

(Server processing: 5 seconds)

= 22.5
35 - (-10)

2

Confirming

= 0
15 – 15

2

NTP assumes that the communication time is 
the same for going and returning
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Improve accuracy by synchronizing 
time from 3 trusted servers

t1) 13:00
t2) 13:35
t3) 13:40
t4) 13:35

t1) 13:00
t2) 13:30
t3) 13:35
t4) 13:30

t1) 13:00
t2) 13:35
t3) 13:40
t4) 13:30
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6. Arduino program

Google and Wi-Fi 
settings

regular and scheduled time setting

Variables for saving 
the previous regular and scheduled time

Must be changed

NTP settings
(Set NTP server）



To check the elapsed time in minutes, 
add 60 if it exceeds 0 minutes

6. Arduino program

Get current time

Regular 
Startup
check

Scheduled
Startup
check

Acquisition of images and execution of 
processing for saving to Google Drive

Executed when the set value is positive 
and the elapsed time has passed 
since the previous time.
(or if the previous time is -1)

Execute if the time has elapsed 
(different) from the previous time, is 
the same as the set value, and the 
minute is zero

execution flag



8. Operation check

Saved 15:00 and 20 
minutes interval time 

Google Folder-ID
(programmatically set)
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